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This article will analyse the use of costume in heterosexual soft-core pictorial pornography. It will focus on the British website onlyallsites.com, which will be positioned as offering a materiality to costume that goes beyond the dressing of the female body. Building on this author's wider work around clothing and pornography, and previous work on the sociocultural meaning of underwear and fetishism (Fields, 2007; Wilson-Kovacs, 2001; Steele, 1996), it will situate its case study within the context of a ‘British erotic’ and emphasise the key role that costume plays in the construction of soft-core pornographic representations. 




Semper ubi sub ubi 
(Latin to English sound pun: Always Wear Underwear)

This article will study the use of costume in British heterosexual soft-core pictorial pornography. In wider work on this topic (Dirix and Kirkham (2017), Church Gibson and Kirkham (2012) and Kirkham (2012)) I have discussed the key role that costume, dress and fashion play within both hard and soft-core representations and for the existence of a web-driven 'non-nude pornography' in which the body is rarely, if ever, fully exposed. Alongside this work, the ongoing evolution of ‘porn studies’ has recently seen a heightened focus on performance in pornographic media (Ashley 2016; Sullivan and McKee 2015; Smith 2012), but is yet to focus specifically on the costuming of heterosexual performers. This article will therefore strive to bridge this gap and also contribute to broadening academic analyses of soft-core pornographic forms (Andrews, 2006; Hardy, 1998).

The case study under consideration fits neatly into these aims: onlyallsites.com is a collection of British heterosexual soft-core pornographic websites which represent the female body in sexualised poses, but its imagery rarely depicts explicit genital display. Its models are stereotypically costumed (in everything from formal evening wear and schoolgirl outfits to cosplay and fancy dress) but while these are slowly removed, in the vast majority of cases they keep certain items of dress firmly in place​[1]​.   

Each of the sites is structured in the same way. They contain still image and video sets featuring individual models and in addition, some appear in person on OT Cams. The image sets contain an average of around 100 still photographs and the videos are around 10 minutes in length. The sites also include behind the scenes footage, access to custom made DVDs and different types of platform media content such as discussion forums and a YouTube channel. 

An onlyallsites photo shoot will be structured in a very precise way: the model will start fully clothed and will remain so for roughly the first half of the set, only offering glimpses of her cleavage or underwear. The second half of each set is then split in two, with several images of her wearing only underwear being followed by a similar number of her topless. In the majority of sets, her knickers or tights remain on, or if they are removed, her genital area is not fully revealed. What these sets therefore do is give significant primacy to costume. It has been argued that the body is never truly naked in visual culture, in that the manipulation of hair, make-up and nail varnish always render it styled in some way (Church Gibson, 2006). However, on onlyallsites the body is quite literally never naked, there is always some costuming, be that stockings, garters, pantyhose, suspenders, shoes or a combination of. What this results in are picture and video sets that use costume for very precise aims: to simultaneously conceal and fetishise the female body, but also to communicate to the spectator the physical, tactile materiality of the garments on display.  
This is highlighted in the names of the individual sites. Only Tease was the original collection, launched in 2002, and its name underscores the nature of its content: the models tease the spectator, they do not offer the body in its entirety. Only-opaques followed in 2006, OnlySecretaries in 2007 and OnlySilkandSatin in 2008​[2]​. Their use of dress-specific terminology (opaque, satin, silk) hints at an additional aspect of these sites, that of the materiality of costume. In line with this, onlyallsites contains a user-generated forum platform in which consumers can discuss and debate their love of individual items of the model’s dress. 

Aims and approaches

The nature of this case study resulted in the methodological approach of this article being mixed, incorporating a blend of multi-disciplinary approaches from content & textual analysis (Krippendorff, 2012; McKee, 2002) and elements of online ethnography. As Krippendorff notes, content analysis has historically been situated as 'time-consuming and labour-intensive' (2012: xiii) and the significant scale of online pornographic collections embody this. Indeed, onlyallsites celebrates the fact that it plays host to over 3million images, depicting 879 models, and whilst my research engaged with a strong percentage of this content (around 200 different models were considered across all ten related sites), it would of course be impossible to study its entirety in any viable depth. 

As a result, the selection process focused on two primary aspects: firstly, the role given to costume in its strictly material sense (for instance, sets which included images of packaged underwear) and secondly, the name recognition of the models themselves (this was in order to situate the site in the context of a ‘British erotic’ by demonstrating how the models simultaneously appeared in tabloid newspapers, lads’ mags and other soft-core publications). In developing this research, questions of anonymity led to my minimising this aspect, but it remained a useful way of controlling the scope of the available content. 

Greater attention was thus paid to the final method, analysing the way in which users reacted to and used this content. This is often a problematic aspect of porn studies, with Attwood correctly noting that 'sexually explicit media texts are experienced and understood in a variety of ways and evoke strong and often contradictory reactions', many of which fall outside of the traditional academic and public debates around pornography (2005: 65). To an extent, this made a full understanding of how this site is experienced by its users fall well outside of the remit of an article of this length. Still, to position how consumers themselves highlighted the materiality of costume (how they discussed it's physical, tangible qualities, its function as an aspect of material culture) online ethnography was deployed to study the participatory elements of the site, whilst simultaneously being mindful of how writers such as McKee stress the multiple meanings of all media texts.

The still image and platform media content of these sites, wherein a concentration on the materiality of costume often renders the models invisible, will be the primary focus of this article. In line with the structural nature of onlyallsites (in that the sub-sites are separated & the platform media content is similarly distinct from the image and video sets), this study will approach each aspect in turn, analysing the fetishistic, nostalgic use of costume in OnlySilkandSatin and only-opaques before addressing the impact of new media on removing the tangible, material object or artefact (Miller, 2005: 4) from pornographic consumption. In addition, it will also situate a wider discussion around the nature of contemporary pornography in the United Kingdom, its historical legacy and the heavily censored yet fetishistic notion of a 'British erotic'. 


The softest soft-core

In terms of porn, Britain is the most censored nation in the western world. Censorship is 'an Englishman’s vice'. Accordingly, the pornographic materials legally available in Britain at present remain principally soft-core (O’Toole, 1998: 116).

O'Toole (1998) charts the evolution of sexual representations, and their legal control, within the British Isles. His study was published at a key point in the evolution of British pornography, for in the mid-late 1990s successive Conservative and Labour Home Secretaries gradually agreed to remove many of the overly repressive legal guidelines on what could be sold and produced in the United Kingdom​[3]​. Before this shift, British pornographic production was rigidly controlled, both by this legislation, but also by the unwritten rules of producers and distributors themselves (see Smith, 2005 and 2007). 

Decades after a fractured, fragmented and heavily censored start, the production of British soft-core magazines grew throughout the late 1960s and early 1970s. This was primarily driven by a combination of the ‘success of the American magazines Playboy and Penthouse, increasingly liberal attitudes to sexual representation and an economic climate that favoured free market entrepreneurs’ (Smith, 2005: 149). By 1976 ‘top-selling titles could expect circulation figures in excess of 400,000’ and by the end of the twentieth-century, the British soft-core market had ‘been estimated at perhaps 10 to 15 percent of all magazine revenue, with a value of £100–150 million’ (ibid: 149). In terms of content, Smith outlines how up to this point, British soft-core publications had geared their representations to 'the cusp of what was permissible'. Citing Barnard (2005), she outlines how their 'brief was always titillation, not anthropology' and that this 'kept its focus on saucy fun' (2007: 53). 

What is therefore interesting about onlyallsites is that whilst on one level it adheres to a historical precedent (in that it is titillating, and not at all anthropological), it simultaneously deviates from this same precedent (in that it does this on purpose, it doesn't push its representations to the same 'cusp' as its historical predecessors).In the present day context, these sites are a soft-core option in a digital world where sexual representations, though infinitely more varied than before the dawn of web 2.0, tend to focus on the more extreme, hard core, end of the market. In turn, academic studies of pornography which seek to study 'pornographic texts as texts' (Attwood, 2002) have often focused on content which depict graphic scenes of sexual intercourse​[4]​. 

Andrews highlights the 'simulated, nonexplicit sexual spectacle' and 'extensive female nudity' inherent in soft-core pornography and adequately emphasises its constituent elements: such materials can depict 'striptease numbers, tub or shower sequences, modelling scenes, voyeur numbers, girl-girl segments, threesomes, orgies, and the like..' (2006: 2). Similarly, Smith, in her study of For Women magazine, stresses that it belongs to ‘‘soft-core rather than hard core’’ because its 'photographic representations owe more to the traditions of the (in this case, male) pin-up than explicit representations of sexual intercourse'. That said, she stresses that within a British legal framework, such publications are considered pornographic because they speak 'of sex and sexual fantasy' (2007: 15) 

The definitions provided by Andrews and Smith can be used to situate onlyallsites within a British soft-core pornographic framework. Its images contain both 'simulated, nonexplicit sexual spectacle' and ' extensive female nudity', but unlike the films analysed by Andrews, there is no simulated sexual activity, not even masturbation. On the site, the spectator sees numerous 'striptease numbers, modelling scenes, voyeur numbers, girl-girl segments', which, as Smith points out, owe more to the tradition of the pin-up.  

The style of these images, added to the fact that they often contain British glamour models, makes onlyallsites seem like an extension of Page 3 or lads’ mag culture. It is, to return to O'Toole, 'the softest of soft-core'. Its performers, as previously mentioned, also appear/ed in newspapers such as The Sun and The Daily Star and in magazines such as Nuts and Zoo. They are not exclusive to onlyallsites and often have their own websites whilst maintaining an active presence on social media sites such as Instagram and Twitter. Only very rarely are they hard core performers who regularly appear elsewhere in graphic sex scenes.

Fetishizing nostalgia 

Two of the other sites that regularly feature models from onlyallsites are the British soft-core collections Vintage Flash (http://vintageflash.com (​http:​/​​/​vintageflash.com​)) and Pin Up WOW! (http://www.pinupwow.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.pinupwow.com​/​​)). Both contain content best described as ‘retro fetishism’, the former dressing models in historic styles of lingerie and stockings, the latter consciously drawing on the iconography of the mid twentieth century golden age of the American pin-up. The thematic approach of these sites appears at first glance to be very distinct from that of onlyallsites, which seems to eschew such nostalgia, but this can be challenged by a closer examination of the reasons behind the modern day fetishisation of materials such as silk and satin.  

It is well documented that in the first volume of The History of Sexuality, Foucault defined fetishism as 'the master perversion' which 'served as a guiding thread for analysing all the other deviations' (1976: 154). The word fetish developed from the seventeenth-century Portuguese 'feitiço', meaning artful or artificial. A fetish is therefore a visual con, one which tricks the spectator into believing something is present, when it is in fact absent. The nineteenth-century sexologist Richard Freiherr von Krafft-Ebing developed 'fetichism' into a sexual context, suggesting that it could be read as 'the association of lust with the idea of certain portions of the female person, or with certain articles of female attire' (1997: 218)

For Freud, these portions or articles marked the absence of the woman's penis, which 'the little boy once believed in and... does not want to give up' (1991: 352). The adult male fears the castrated threat of the female body and therefore endows it with phallic properties to help overcome this 'aversion... to the real female genitals' (ibid: 353). As Steele, citing Kaplan (1991), suggests 'to become sexually aroused' the male fetishist requires 'an inanimate object, such as a leather boot or black corset, as a phallic substitute' (1996: 15). Freud outlined how certain body parts or materials were central to averting this threat. The foot or shoe 'owes its preference as a fetish... to the circumstances that the inquisitive boy peered at the women's genitals from below', fur and velvet 'are a fixation of the sight of pubic hair, which should have been followed by the longed-for sight of the female member'. In a comment which almost pre-empts analyses such as this, he suggests how other items of underwear 'crystallise the moment of undressing' claiming that this defined 'the last moment in which the woman could still be regarded as phallic' (1991: 354). 

Contextualising a short passage from Zola’s Au Bonheur des dames (1883), Barbier and Boucher (2004: 155) note how ‘the fabrics chosen seemed to evoke the characteristics of the skin in a lover’s dream: soft and sometimes warm. The main material used was silk, for its shine and delicate touch, followed by satin which was fine and soft’. Steele describes how the ‘tactile, olfactory, visual and symbolic nature of certain materials provide them with a ‘powerful erotic appeal’ (1996: 143) and the fetishistic appeal of both silk and satin is therefore not difficult to comprehend. She further explains how studies of fetishism suggest that fetish objects can be roughly divided into ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ materials, as well as 'smellies' and 'touchies’ (196: 124). Whilst this paper will focus on fetishism more broadly, through its central case study it has a more precise interest in the latter two of these binaries, in the first instance specifically silk and satin. 

OnlySilkandSatin

OnlySilkandSatin.com describes itself as ‘a mecca for all lovers of everything silk and satin’ suggesting that through its depictions of models in silk lingerie, satin blouses and satin skirts, it will ‘feed’ the ‘silky addiction’ of its consumers. Its picture sets always begin with the models fully clothed, wearing workwear (there is some overlap here with the site onlysecretaries.com), formal dresses or adorned in silk underwear, particularly slips, negligees or dressing gowns. Unlike the aforementioned structural regulations of the overall site, where models remain dressed for roughly half the images, here they can take around two-thirds of the pictures to fully remove the specific silk or satin garments. Even then, the models often remain in stockings or pantyhose, for as the site itself suggests ‘we feel that nylons and tights compliment silk and satin perfectly!’ 



   
Clockwork from top left, images 1-4 (www.OnlySilkAndSatin.com (​http:​/​​/​www.OnlySilkAndSatin.com​)) 


Images 1-4 are taken from OnlySilkandSatin in 2015. Both models are dressed in office wear (the latter being less traditional in colour and skirt cut), stockings and heels and the imagery attempts to capture the material wearability of these garments (highlighting the ripples and creases of the silk and satin). The visibility of these costumes within the sets is also stressed by their role and positioning: whilst images 1and3 are from very early in the sets, images 2and4 are from roughly half-way or later (this is highly unusual for a pornographic picture set that by its very nature is interested in the ‘frenzy’ of the visible body). In addition, the context of these sets is personal, but also contemporary: the styling and costuming is of the present day and they are situated within comfortable, modern, somewhat aspirational middle-class suburban domestic or office spaces. However, their use of these materials still subtly highlights the role of nostalgia in the fetishisation of such clothing. 

Three aspects emerge here: firstly, that the viewer is interested in visually appreciating the materiality of these costumes; secondly, that in turn said costumes are an integral aspect of why they are looking at these images and finally, that these costumes are situated within the context of social-class. Indeed, the comfortable, suburban, almost defiantly British middle-class nature of these sets is notable for as both one of the earliest known textiles and a prestige fibre, silk has carried connotations of wealth and opulence for centuries.

Although its history is long and influential, most commentators on its role as a fetish item (Califa, 2000; Cunnington and Cunnington, 1951) date its impact to the nineteenth century​[5]​. As the twentieth century progressed, Steele’s soft ‘feminine’ materials (notably fur and satin) were replaced by harder, ‘masculine’ materials (such as leather and rubber) as the focus of the fetishist’s gaze. 

Like fur, both silk (a fibre) and satin (a weave) have a pleasant, tactile/haptic quality and for two centuries have been associated primarily with womenswear (but this is strictly true only when speaking of outerwear: when thinking specifically of underwear, upper-class men also had access to silk garments in the nineteenth and early twentieth-century). An extension of this is that, in the mind of the modern male fetishist, they can also bring to light the figure of the mother: as Steele notes, the fetishist often 'imprints' on the clothing of their mother's generation (1996: 131). She therefore situates both silk and satin as 'nostalgic' fetish items, which links these images to those contained within sites such as Vintage Flash and Pin Up WOW!.

She further outlines how satin constitutes a ‘material usually made of silk, but more recently also nylon, polyester and other fibres, woven in such a way as to produce a glossy surface and a soft, slippery texture’ (ibid: 147). It is this surface and texture that these images are attempting to convey: they are unnaturally well lit and can therefore highlight the physical nature of the costumes. It is not unusual for pornography to deploy such a visual technique, but ordinarily, such high-key lighting would be to enable a greater visibility of the body beneath the clothes, not the clothes themselves. As Barbier and Boucher (2004: 192) suggest ‘it is clear that for fetishists, the appeal of the naked body takes second place to underwear’.
These images therefore direct themselves toward a fetishistic gaze, but the gender of this spectatorial position is not entirely straightforward. This because there is debate around the gendered nature of silk and satin as fetishes: Kunzle notes how both are considered a feminine fetish and that 'for a long time the only clinical studies female fetishism concerned satin and silk kleptomaniacs' (2006). Matlock (1993) suggests that the female patients of the psychiatrist Gaëtan Clérambault, who themselves had a ‘morbid attraction’ to silk, may challenge the idea that only men could be fetishists in this manner (in Steele, 1996: 147/8). 

However, Krafft-Ebing cited case studies where male individuals had required the touch of satin to provoke ejaculation and Dichter stressed the masculinised nature of silk fetishism, suggesting that in its material form it 'is sexually exciting... (it) enhances all the personal, warm, tender qualities of the wearer, while at the same time causing the 'animal' side of nakedness to disappear (1960: 107/8). In addition, Stamp, drawing on Riviere (1929) and Montrelay (1977), outlines how such materials can also be read as contributing to a 'masquerade of femininity' that is defined through a decorative bodily exaggeration which draws attention to the female form through, for example, 'shimmering fabrics' but ultimately deflects the male gaze from what it ultimately fears. 

This highlights several elements visible within these sets. The constant, exaggerated use of costume provokes sexual excitation, erotically framing the model’s body, but it simultaneously tempers the ‘animal’ side of her nakedness. As Arnold notes, the effect of silk and satin clothing can be ‘heightened by the symbolic relationship between the visual and tactile qualities of the fabrics and the yearned-for forbidden touch of the skin’ beneath (2001: 68). The use of lighting allows these materials to ‘shimmer’ in these images and for the spectator to imagine their touch and texture. Additionally, though, this may also potentially serve to subordinate the model and render her invisible. 

Invisible women

Fields discusses the broader social context of underwear and femininity, noting that ‘the strong association of lingerie, corsetry, and other forms of underwear with eroticism imbues these articles of dress with a sexual life and history of their own, detached from the female bodies they are meant to adorn’ (2007: 11). This ‘detachment’ is developed in her work on lingerie advertising, in which she posits the notion of the ‘transparent’ or ‘invisible’ woman. This figure ‘appeared in twentieth-century images in which undergarments seem to be worn, though by a female body that is not visible’ (ibid: 174). In short, such advertising fronted eroticised underwear but pushed the model herself into the background or shadows. Developing this idea, Fields outlines how such illustrations or photographs created this effect by: 

placing the body in shadow and the undergarment in light or by portraying incomplete bodies or cut-off body parts. These images make female bodies and women’s subjective experiences harder to see. Such disappearing acts and their larger cultural meanings are central to the operation of gender, sexuality, and power in the United States…. the long use of invisible women in intimate apparel advertisements demonstrates how effective this graphic figure was both as a sales tool and as a cultural metaphor. Certainly, as the body disappears in such images, the object/commodity appears in greater relief (ibid: 174)

In his work on the ‘pornographication’ of mainstream culture across the past two decades, McNair stresses that the key distinction between the underwear sections of commercial clothing catalogues and (at times almost visually identical) soft-core pornographic images is that the latter 'are made with sexual arousal as their goal' (2013: 19). Additionally, there are numerous other distinctions between the images on onlyallsites and fashion advertising: they lack white backgrounds, which are key in catalogues, and their domestic / workplace settings evoke the ‘everyday’ and therefore take them away from the commercial visual stereotype of the fashion image. They are also arguably not ‘high class’ enough to adhere to this category; both the clothes and interiors are clearly cheap, but imbued with a rather awkward attempt to appear more expensive. 

This may well be the case, but what the commercial imagery discussed by Fields and the representations under analysis here certainly share is the priority given to the materiality of dress over the physicality of the naked body. The imagery of onlyallsites arguably creates a ‘transparent’ or ‘invisible’ woman, by ‘placing the body in shadow and the undergarment in light’. It also portrays ‘incomplete bodies or cut-off body parts’. This is demonstrated in images 5-8, which objectify the female body but also highlight specific aspects of fetishistic dress (in this case stockings, tights, glasses and shoes). Each image is of the same model: image 5 (of the Cette stockings) is taken from an OnlySilkandSatin set and images 6-8 are from various collections shot for only-opaques. These images will now help frame the remainder of this study, which will specifically address the second of these sub-sites and the use of platform media to develop ideas around the fetishisation of a material costume separate from the body itself.  












   
Clockwise from top left: images 5-8: (www.OnlySilkAndSatin.com (​http:​/​​/​www.OnlySilkAndSatin.com​) and www.only-opaques.com (​http:​/​​/​www.only-opaques.com​))    





only-opaques

only-opaques.com defines itself as a site 'dedicated to the love and appreciation of stunning models posing in sexy opaque stockings and pantyhose'. It promises several thousand images of glamour models 'showing their stunning legs and bums in opaque stockings and tights in all colours, from black through to vibrant colours of the rainbow!' The site's niche appeal is therefore centred on a highly-specified type of underwear. Not only that, but a very specific type of material: it tells potential consumers to expect 'shapely legs encased in sexy opaque stockings' and 'shapely rears covered in the dark fabric of opaque pantyhose', thus giving primacy to the high denier tights, pantyhose and stockings the models wear (opaque stockings or tights usually have a denier of 40 or above). 

Stockings were born of the 1920s. Originally made of silk or rayon, tastes shifted to the aforementioned ‘nylons’ following its invention in the years leading up to World War Two. Wilson-Kovacs charts the recent historical evolution of stockings and tights as part of the female wardrobe, outlining how following their introduction as children's wear in the early 1960s, tights 'swiftly superseded the nylon stockings that had previously been considered an essential part of the female wardrobe' (2001: 128). In the late 1970s, Ewing wrote that 'today the stocking only just survives, having to be sought out by the dwindling tiny minority of older women faithful to tradition' (1978: 169). Two decades later, Steele suggested that ‘garters, although long associated with sex, have essentially disappeared, while stockings have largely been replaced by the more impenetrable barrier of pantyhose’ (1996: 131). 

However, Wilson-Kovacs suggests that in fact, by the end of the 1980s the stocking/suspender belt combination was actually back in fashion (2001: 128) and tellingly, whilst apparently obsolete in the years leading up to this, a taste for stockings and suspenders was still to be located in the 'big hair / complex lingerie' iconography typical of 1980s heterosexual pornographic magazines (ibid: 131). As was also the case with silk and satin, Steele notes how there is a 'fetishist tendency to prefer old-fashioned garments' (1996: 131). 

This is exemplified by image 5, which closes the aforementioned set for OnlySilkandSatin. Such pictures, which isolate precisely the brand of stockings or tights worn by the model, are liberally scattered across these collective sites with no apparent consistency. They appear on all of the sub-sites, even OnlyTease or OnlySecretaries, always as the final image in the set, but do not appear in every set and when they do, there seems to be no structure or logic behind their inclusion. Their materiality is highly unusual for a soft-core pornographic photoshoot: they do not feature the model and provide the consumer with detailed information regarding the costuming. What they can therefore also signify is the nostalgic, ‘classic’ nature of the design: featured in image 5, Cette are an older, more established Belgian company who originally started manufacturing legwear and shapewear in 1958. This is therefore emblematic of Steele’s comment regarding a faithfulness to 'tradition'. In addition, the suspender belt, dated to 1910, ‘frames, ornaments and draws attention to the genitalia, helping to package female sexuality’ (Wilson-Kovacs, 2001: 132) and is also now noticeably reminiscent of a more bygone era. 

Where the photosets on only-opaques differ from those on OnlySilkandSatin is that whilst the latter would at times discard certain key items of dress (the outerwear for instance) the former focuses on this specific type of underwear throughout. In the three sets depicted in images 6-8, at no point does the model remove these grey / purple opaque tights or black opaque stockings, they remain visible for virtually all  100+ consecutive images (save for the noticeably rare close-up images of her face or breasts, something which again goes against the conventional grain of most soft-core image shoots)​[6]​.  

There are of course notable cultural connotations to certain types of stockings or tights, most typically around the colour black. To return to Fields, in her analysis of black lingerie she highlights the influence of nineteenth-century mourning rituals for women, the rise of Classical Hollywood cinema and most interestingly the wider signification of ‘black’ sexuality in formulating the meaning of such underwear: 

changes in fashion and style, new trends in mourning etiquette, shifts in gendered and racialized understandings of female sexuality, and the full development of mass production and consumption of women’s clothing all helped identify black lingerie as overtly sensual and worn as a sexual invitation (2007: 172)

Brightly coloured stockings and tights also carry specific cultural meanings. Barbier and Boucher (2004: 77) outline how ‘for a long time women’s underwear was white, a symbol of chastity, purity and morality’ and that brighter colours were largely associated with prostitution (in addition though, white was also about practicality and hygiene: undergarments were often the only part of outfits washed regularly). A wider spectrum of colour first became fashionable in 1960s youth culture, where young women would wear tights under mini-skirts, and the trend returned in the first decade of this century via American Apparel’s opaque pantyhose line, which was available in over 40 different colours. This renders only-opaques simultaneously fashionably of its time and also nostalgic for specific eras which may have played a formative role in shaping the sexual tastes of its older consumers. 

What is particularly striking about this site though is just how far it pushes the soft-core nature of its imagery. Full nudity or genital display is rare across onlyallsites, but at times on only-opaques it is non-existent. This is a result of the layered nature of the underwear the models often pose in: like its sister site layerednylons, stockings or tights are worn over knickers and are very rarely removed or pulled down (as seen in image 6). As already noted, the site also contains images that simply show the brand of underwear the model is wearing. This, when situated alongside the locations used in these sets and the nationality of the models themselves, gives the site a uniquely British feel. Such ‘titilation’ rather than ‘anthropology’ renders it, as O’Toole correctly wrote of pornography in the UK, ‘the softest of soft-core’. However, there is an additional element to these sites, one centred on its consumers’ interest in the materiality of these costumes. 

Material pornography

Thus far, this article has highlighted the distinctive garments, materials and visual strategies used within onlyallsites and approached the different cultural connotations that emerge from its imagery. As a final angle, it will now look at the way in which it incorporates elements of clothing and dress as aspects of material culture; something that seems an impossibility given the ‘distant’ online nature of the site and the fact that it has no direct, physical interaction with its consumers. 

As previously highlighted, onlyallsites is typical of many online pornographic producers in that it exploits platform media and user-generated content to create a ‘dialogic’ relationship with its consumers. Such websites fit Jenkins’ (2006) definition of ‘converged media’ in that they bring together an old media form (pictorial and moving image pornography) with new online technology. In line with this, they are also ‘participatory’, inviting users to contribute to the content of the site. 
Within onlyallsites, there is an OT Cams area (where users can interact with models), a public forum, a Facebook, Twitter and YouTube account and finally an offer to ‘customise’ sets by selecting what specific models will wear. The final two of these are interesting as they can offer a primacy to costume that goes beyond that of either the picture sets or related videos. 

Image 5 demonstrated how the site communicates to its consumers the specific brands of underwear worn by its models in order to feed their interest in the garments themselves. In April of this year, onlyallsites went one step further and uploaded a YouTube video of Kara, the wardrobe assistant for the site, giving users a backstage tour of all the collected items of dress used by the models (images 9-11)​[7]​. What was particularly telling about this video is that it had both been specifically requested by users and that in effect, it finally rendered the models themselves completely superfluous or in Fields term, ‘invisible’. Here, the focus was specifically on the clothes themselves and it became apparent that the desire for this video had grown out of the related public forum, where participants post about individual items of dress, often ignoring the models who actually wear them. 

Such posts include ‘brand of tights’, where a poster (tightslover3) requests: ‘does anyone know what brand of diamond tights these are and where I can buy them? I've seen them in multiple colours and on multiple models’. Similarly, there are posts about opaque control top tights, thigh high boots, velvet, swimwear, specific blue dresses and finally a thread entitled ‘when I see women walking around wearing black opaque tights, are they usually high waist regular tights or suspenders/stockings? And which do you prefer?’




 

Images 9-11: Kara shows members the wardrobe (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FQdD7Qg_xs (​https:​/​​/​www.youtube.com​/​watch?v=6FQdD7Qg_xs​))  







What the ‘invisibility’ of the models in these examples embody is a different level of fetishism on the part of the posters and spectators. This ‘pathological erotic fetishism’ was defined by Krafft-Ebing as occurring when ‘the fetish itself (rather than the person associated with it) becomes the exclusive object of sexual desire’ (in Steele, 1996: 11). There are four stages where the fetishisation of dress grows in intensity, from an original, slight preference, to a stronger interest, to the necessity of the fetish item being present to enable sexual stimulation (ibid: 11). The fourth and final stage is described above by Krafft-Ebing and is arguably exemplified by the materially focused examples outlined earlier.  

Fifteen years ago, Attwood wrote of the 'disembodied sexual self-interactions' that online technology could potentially offer to the consumer of pornography: one free of 'the danger, mess and inconvenience entailed in sex involving other people' (2002: 101). But in turn, this is also one that is free of material artefacts. Pornography has a long relationship with material culture, from the antique objects that filled Naples' 'secret museum' (Kendrick, 1996) to the physical DVDs, video cassettes, magazines, books, graphic novels, toys, costumes and underwear​[8]​ commonly found in Harmony and the other stores that grew out of the deregulation of the British sex industry in the late 1990s. The post Web 2.0 era has arguably changed this: Kendrick wrote that 'there has never been a society, until our own, in which all representations were available equally to any observer at any time' (1996: 33) but whilst this is true, they are no longer in a tangible, physical, material form. 

In Seduction, Baudrillard discussed ‘the hyperrealism of sexual pleasure’ and wrote that ‘nothing today is less certain than desire, behind the proliferation of its images… it appears everywhere, but in generalized simulation’ (1990: 5). In pornography, the power of the camera, its ‘anatomical zoom’, results in ‘the dimension of the real’ being:

abolished, the distance implied by the gaze gives way to an instantaneous, exacerbated representation, that of sex in its pure state, stripped not just of all seduction, but of its image's very potentiality (ibid: 29)

As contemporary pornography moves ever more towards a quite literal virtual reality, one potentially more detailed and seductive than sex itself, onlyallsites can therefore be read as partially counteracting such representations and offering the consumer of pornography the possibility of a physical, material ‘reality’ in a world of hyperreal imagery. 

It is important to stress how unique the specific elements of this site under discussion here (from picturing specific brands of underwear to providing a tour of the wardrobe department) actually are: in this writer’s experience, they are not duplicated on any other mainstream soft-core pornographic websites, which often visualise costume in somewhat similar ways but care little for its material presence. Perhaps onlyallsites and its consumers are therefore attempting, albeit gradually, to subvert and amend this state, to re-establish the importance of what Barthes described as ‘the furs, the fans, the gloves, the feathers, the fishnet stockings, in short the whole spectrum of adornment’ (1993: 85). In short, to reintroduce something tangible, which sits outside of the computer screen and offers a haptic, sensory experience. 

Conclusions and avenues for further research 

This article analysed the website onlyallsites to draw out a range of ideas around soft-core, image based pornography and situate it within its national context. All three of these aspects are under-researched within the still embryonic discipline of porn studies, which tends to focus on hard core moving images from other parts of the world. This site therefore offered an opportunity to position these elements theoretically and to use them as a gateway for an ongoing analysis of pornographic costume and dress. 

What is telling about this site is the interplay of soft-core aesthetics with what is at times a quite severe fetishisation of dress. Costume is used on onlyallsites to maintain a sense of a tease-driven British erotic, but as the site has developed in line with the continued rise of new media, it has offered some quite radical opportunities for consumers to interact more with the material elements of these garments. 

One aspect that was not covered here concerned the role of the female models and if their representation is, as Fields wrote of underwear advertisements, a wider 'cultural metaphor' for the objectification of women in Western visual culture. The omission of this was not an attempt to avoid the 'tired binary' of feminist porn wars and may provide an avenue for further research, specifically because of the relatively strong 'voice' the site provides its performers, particularly through its moving image based content. 

Other areas for research include the self-representation of these models through social media sites such as Instagram and Twitter (analysed in Dirix and Kirkham, forthcoming). In addition, aspects of power in the more playful dressing of models on new subsites such as onlycostumes.com, notably around the use of garments and ensembles not analysed here (such as uniforms, corsetry, leather and the iconography of sadomasochism). Finally, there is scope for wider work on the cultural role of this more traditional form of 'glamour' modelling, especially in an era so saturated with easily accessible pornographic content from such polarised extremes.  
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^1	  Alongside this, the picture sets never depict the female models with male performers (indeed, the only male ever visualised is the photographer (known only as MAF) who occasionally appears in ‘behind the scenes’ sets). As a result, this article will focus purely on representations of the female body, however, please see Smith (2007) for a detailed analysis of the male body in the context of British soft-core and Cole (2014) for an analysis of costume in gay moving image pornography. 
^2	  In addition to these four sub-sites, the collective also now includes sister-sites such as http://www.art-lingerie.com/ and http://www.layered-nylons.com/ and during the writing of this paper added two more sub-sites (OnlyCostume and OnlySportswear)
^3	  See: ‘The R18 Certificate’ http://www.screenonline.org.uk/film/id/592651/
^4	  This tradition was set in motion by Williams (1990) and following Attwood's (2002) call to concentrate on textual analysis of the form, has been evident in the varied studies of Maddison (2009), Dines (2010) and Hines and Kerr (eds, 2012)
^5	  Cunnington and Cunnington outline that it was ‘rarely used, except by the leisured classes’ until late in this period and that its artificial variants (‘art-silks’ such as nylon) were born of the twentieth, when due to the impact of war on the south-east Asian silk industry ‘nylons’ became a popular replacement for silk stockings.
^6	  A perhaps inadvertent result of this focus on stockings is that several of these pictures, as exemplified by images 6-8, can highly fetishise the model’s feet. I use the word inadvertent here because I do not consider this to be the site’s primary aim: it is notable that feet are not mentioned in the site description (which only stresses legs) and the vast majority of foot fetish sites online would not cover the model’s feet in this way. These images are therefore fragmenting and objectifying the body not in order to fetishise it, but rather to show off the specific garments which adorn it. 
^7	  The full list included boots, shoes, sportswear, swimwear, cosplay, props, silks and satins, casual / evening / party / wedding dresses and robes, shirts (office and college), leggings, leather, denim, miniskirts, shorts, office wear, tights and stockings, hats, knickers (stressing that many models bring their own) and finally socks. 
^8	  In 2003, the American producer Zero Tolerance even released a limited-edition DVD entitled Lingerie that came wrapped in a fishnet stocking.
